The all-new Outback returns in its sixth-generation with a bevy of upgrades

Safety, Comfort for Fun, Activity

 Subaru’s six-generation Outback enters 2020 with advanced features, styling, power and comfort. Safety is always high-light for Subaru, and the Outback is built on an optimized global platform upon which it expects top safety scores. The Starlink multimedia system for the 2020 Outback features a high-resolution touchscreen, new six-screen controls for audio, USB/AUX/ X-MEIN and vehicle features, combinations meter and navigation, updated digital cluster and new all-wheel drive. The Starlink multimedi system integrates with Apple CarPlay and Android Auto and new Starlink SmartPhone Link apps. Bluetooth hands-free phone and audio streaming connectivity; AUX/USB inputs; rear view camera; Bluetooth Dual-Audio Radios (and SiriusXM Travel Link, ESP Radio and over-the-air updates.}

TECHNOLOGY

The Starlink multimedia system for the 2020 Outback feature a high-resolution touchscreen, new six-screen controls for audio, USB/AUX/ X-MEIN and vehicle features, combinations meter and navigation, updated digital cluster and new all-wheel drive.

Available All-New 11.6-inch (Tablet Sized) Touchscreen

- 8-Passenger Seating with up to 153.5 cubic feet of passenger space

BY THE NUMBERS

Base Price: $26,645
Wheelbase: 108.1 in.
Length: 191.3 in.
Width: 73 in.
Height: 66.1 in.
Engine: DOHC 4-cylinder BOXER
Transmission: 8-speed manual
EPA Mileage: 26 city, 33 highway

Now through April 30, 2020

% APR Financing for 63 Months!

Owner to open the rear gate by simply waving in front of the Subaru emblem (positioned in the center of the rear gate) as well as a new single-touch hitting cargo cover.
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